my love for experimental biology has grown over the years. my father was a ymca secretary who ran the y's summer camp, camp wakonda. it was on the miami and erie canal, which at the time was wild and was reminiscent of going back to nature. at camp, Dad taught me to love nature's world, which is why i became an experimental biologist. while i studied at piqua high School, i worked on Saturdays at ruble's radio repair shop. radio sets in those days used vacuum tubes, transformers, resistors and capacitors. it was fun trying to figure out which part was "bad" from the set's symptoms, then trying to fix it. these attempts were my first brush with experimental science.
i attended purdue university, paid for by the gi bill, since i had served in the uS army in 1946-47. Freshman year at purdue provided my first struggle with experimental errors. the freshman engineering course in surveying consisted of tracing a "Dumpy" level circuit around campus from the top of one fire-plug to the next. Somehow, the plug on which we had started the circuit seemed to have pauling, then chairman of chemistry at caltech, and working very much in the scientific spirit of morgan, was making very important contributions to molecular biology by working out the structure of proteins. he predicted that the left-handed α helix would be found in hair and horn. he also said it was likely to be found in the backbone of some globular proteins like lysozyme, which indeed it is. 4 pauling was a great teacher and he became my role model.
at cold Spring harbor in the summer of 1951 Delbruck became interested in visconti's experiments with phage t2. visconti had been studying the effect of unequal input of the two parents on the recombination frequency observed in a phage cross.
when he made a cross with nine particles of one parent and one of the other, visconti obtained a striking and unexpected result: the yield contained more recombinant particles than minority parental particles. Delbruck realized that this result could be explained if each phage had several opportunities to recombine during a single growth cycle. this was the origin of the visconti-Delbruck theory of phage genetics, 5 which Delbruck worked out in quantitative detail. Delbruck had invited me to accompany him to cold Spring harbor that summer, and it was exciting to see the complex body of visconti's data fall into line as the logical conclusions of a number of clearly stated and plausible assumptions.
Jean weigle had been professor of physics at the university of geneva where he ran an institute for experimental physics. in 1950, at age 47 and with a distinguished career in physics behind him, he volunteered to become Delbruck's research associate. weigle investigated the induction of bacteriophage lambda by uv light, and he found many plaque morphology mutants in his irradiated cultures. 6 when he suggested that i might map those mutants, i eagerly accepted the opportunity. Jean taught me how to do phage research. i certainly could not have had a better teacher. From his experimental physics, Jean knew how to plan experiments, and he was able to spot the flaws in all of my designs. while working on induction of lambda by uv light, he discovered reactivation of uv-killed lambda by uv irradiating the bacteria on which the phage had been plated. a surprising result then, it proved to be one of the first observations of the bacterial SoS response. Jean taught through interpretation of ongoing experiments. he argued endlessly about those interpretations, and he allowed me to join the argument more as a colleague than as a beginning student.
my thesis research consisted of a series of two and three-factor crosses involving 5 mutant alleles of bacteriophage lambda that arose in weigle's experiments. the alleles were s (small), later known as red1; mi (minute), later known as r, or endolysin; ci, cii and ciii, later known to specify and to regulate repressor synthesis. the crosses gave an unambiguous linear order of the markers and no interference between crossovers in adjacent intervals. 18 that were lysogenic for λ, we added pure, genetically marked λ Dna and observed the formation of morphologically complete and infective phage particles. 19 the phage particles that had been assembled were chimeras; they had the proper buoyant density and had a host-range characteristic of the genotype of the lysogen extracted, but the genotype of the particles formed in vitro was that of the Dna that had been added to the extract. 19 this experiment showed that the cutting and the packaging of Dna inside a head is coupled to the assembly of certain head protein subunits. in vitro packaging of λ Dna was significant, not only because it was the first Dna to be packaged in vitro, but also because it allowed each step in the packaging process to be investigated.
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